
Graduate Application Form

ACADEMIC YEAR Semester [check one] FALL SPRING

Degree Program [check one]

Master of Arts in Applied Linguistics-TESOL Master of Science in Psychology

Master of Arts in Conference Interpreting Master of Science in Stress & Health Management

Master of Arts in Translation Master of Science in Sales Management

Master of Business Administration Ph.D. in Language and Communication

Master of Science in Informatics

Delivery mode

Onsite Online

Applicant Information

Last name/family name

First & middle names

Father’s name Mother’s name

Gender

Nationality Present country of residence

Date of birth [MM/DD/YY] Place of birth

National ID # (State ID or driver’s license if a US citizen) VAT No

Contact Information
Please let us know immediately if any of your contact details below change at any time during the application process.

MAILING ADDRESS

Street & number Postal/zip code

City Country

PERMANENT ADDRESS

Street & number Postal/zip code

City Country

PHONE NUMBERS & E-MAIL

Telephone Mobile



Email

EMERGENCY CONTACT INFORMATION [name(s), relationship to you, phone numbers]

Educational History
Please list all institutions all colleges and universities you have attended, starting with the most recent:

Name of Institution Country From To

Course of Study/Program/Major Qualification obtained (diploma, certificate, etc.)

Name of Institution Country From To

Course of Study/Program/Major Qualification obtained (diploma, certificate, etc.)

Name of Institution Country From To

Course of Study/Program/Major Qualification obtained (diploma, certificate, etc.)

Name of Institution Country From To

Course of Study/Program/Major Qualification obtained (diploma, certificate, etc.)

Additional Training
List below any additional training you have completed.

Name of Organization Program Dates of Training Certification earned (if any)

Professional Qualifications
List below any additional professional qualifications you have earned.

Title of Qualification Awarding Institution or Organization Date obtained

Scholarships, Awards and Other Recognition
List below any scholarships, award or other recognition you have earned in academic, cultural or social environments.



Employment Summary

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT

Company or organization Job title/position held

City and Country Month and year hired FT or PT?

Please provide below a brief description of your job and main areas of responsibility:

PREVIOUS EMPLOYMENT
List any previous work experience you have and indicate if it was full-time or part-time.

Company or organization Job title/position held

City and Country Dates of employment FT or PT?

Company or organization Job title/position held

City and Country Dates of employment FT or PT?

Company or organization Job title/position held

City and Country Dates of employment FT or PT?

Languages

What is your native language?

Do you have documentation of English language proficiency? Yes No

If yes, what documentation?

If no, when do you plan on obtaining documentation?

FOR NON-GREEK APPLICANTS TO THE MAT AND MACI ONLY:

Do you have documentation of Greek language proficiency? Yes No

If yes, what documentation?

If no, when do you plan on obtaining documentation?

Please list below the languages (apart from English and your native language) that you are familiar with and your level
of competency in speaking and writing the language—beginner, intermediate, advanced or proficient.

Language
Speaking

Ability
Writing
Ability

Qualification (major,
certification, diploma, etc.)



Professional Memberships
List below any professional associations you are currently a member of.

Financial Planning
How do you plan to finance your studies?

Self Family Employer Other:

Letters of Reference
Please provide the name, position and address of two persons who will provide letters of recommendation for you. At least
one referee must be a person who has supervised either your recent academic work or your professional development.

REFEREE #1 REFEREE #2

Full name Full name

Organization Organization

Position Position

Telephone Email Telephone Email

Essay
Applicants are required to answer the following essay question, which is designed to present unique information about
their values, aims and ambitions for the future. The essay should be word-processed and printed on a separate sheet of
paper, and should not exceed 150 words if you’re applying for a Master’s program or 500 words for the Ph.D. program.

QUESTION: What are your short-term and long-term professional goals and how will a Hellenic American University
graduate degree assist you in achieving these goals?

Source of Information
How did you first hear about Hellenic American University?

Friend, relative, colleague, teacher Hellenic American College newsletter

Search engine (e.g. Google, Bing.) Hellenic American College advertisement

Higher education website (e.g Look4Studies, Semifind) Hellenic American College event

Other

Optional
What other universities, if any, are you applying to?

The University reserves the right to make inquiries concerning the accuracy of the information provided in the candidate’s application.
Decisions on admission are made in good faith on the basis of information provided by the applicant and his/her referees. If the university
later discovers that false statements have been made or material information withheld or omitted, it reserves the right to withdraw an offer
of admission or to terminate registration.



Declaration

I am applying for admission to Hellenic American University’s graduate programs, offered in Athens, Greece through
the Hellenic American College. I understand that the decision to admit rests with the University. If admitted, I agree
to abide by the rules and regulations of the Hellenic American University and to pay all tuition, fees, and expenses
incurred by me there. I also understand that my personal information and papers (including amendments) are stored
as part of my student record electronically on a database and manually. All personal information is treated strictly
according to the Hellenic American University Student Records Privacy Policy, as set forth in the University catalog.
This policy requires that all information be accurate, obtained fairly, and not divulged to people without permission
or authority. It gives me the right to check the information held and to correct it if necessary. I am aware of the
conditions of admission and the University’s expectations. I confirm that to the best of my knowledge, the
information contained in my application is complete and accurate.

Notification regarding the processing of personal data

Pursuant to the application of the General Data Protection Regulation (EU) 2016/679 (“GDPR”), the Hellenic American
Education Center (22 Massalias Street, 10680 Athens) (the “HAEC”) would like to inform you of the following:

1. What data is processed by the HAEC belonging to which natural persons: The HAEC, in its capacity as data controller,
processes personal data of natural persons that attend or will attend its training program as learners (“data subjects”).
Data processed by the HAEC, may include: (a) personal information, such as those collected during the data subject’s
registration (in the program; (b) financial data relating to the payment of fees to the HAEC, such as bank card information,
bank account numbers, billing and payment data etc.; (c) voice data (voice) and image of the data subject, when the
training program is being recorded when the data subject, after receiving relevant notification by the HAEC subject chooses
to enable his or her camera and microphone instead of using alternative methods to communicate with the lecturer of the
program (e.g. chat); (d) special categories of data, i.e., i.e., where applicable, health-related data that may be disclosed by
the data subject (e.g. special learning difficulties, other health issues, medicines to avoid) and; (e) image, as recorded by
the CCTV system operating in the HAEC’s premises. The disclosure of the data specified in subparagraphs (a) and (c) above
is a legal or contractual obligation of the data subject or a requirement to conclude a contract. Where the data subject does
not provide the above data or part thereof, he or she will not be able to participate in the HAEC training program.

2. Source of data: The source of the data, as the case may be, is the data subject himself/ herself disclosing his/ her data or
the data subject’s employer (when the latter pays the data subject’s tuition fees). To the extent that the employer
transmits third party personal data to the HAEC, he/ she will be responsible for complying with the applicable provisions of
the personal data legislation. In this context, the employer may need to obtain the data subjects’ consent before
transmitting data to the HAEC.

3. Purposes and legal basis of processing data: As the case may be, the purposes of processing personal data by the HAEC
are: (a) To register, provide services to and in general manage learners and issue certificates of attendance. For such data
processing, the legal basis for the processing is the performance of the contract with the HAEC and the compliance with a
legal obligation of the HAEC, while for special categories of data (as specified in clause 1 (d) above) that may have been
disclosed to the HAEC, the legal basis for processing is the data subject’s relevant consent which he or she discloses
personal data to HAEC and the protection of the vital interests of the data subject or of another natural person if the data
subject is incapable of giving consent. (b) To safeguard the interests of the HAEC. For such data processing, the legal basis
is that processing is necessary for the purposes of the legitimate interests pursued by the HAEC (e.g. for the establishment,
exercise or support of legal claims, in which case the processing, if necessary, will also extend to special categories of
data). (c) With respect to the data subject’s voice and image data (as defined in the clause 1 (c) above), the legal basis is
the consent that the data subject, aware that the program is being recorded, provides by enabling their camera (voice and
image) during the program, instead of using alternative methods to communicate with the instructor (e.g. chat); (d) To
prevent, deter and suppress any illegal actions, through the CCTV system operating at the HAEC's premises. For such data
(image) processing, the legal basis is that processing is necessary for the purposes of the legitimate interests pursued by
the HAEC. (e) To send marketing material via electronic mail. Note that the HAEC is entitled to use the data subjects’
electronic mail contact details, lawfully obtained in the context of the provision of its services or any other transaction, for
the direct promotion of similar services or for the furtherance of similar purposes, even when the data subject has not given
prior consent, provided the subject is given, when contact details are collected, as well with every message, a clear and
transparent option to object, easily and free of charge, to the collection and use of their electronic data. For such
processing of data, the legal basis is that processing is necessary for the purpose of the legitimate interests pursued by the
HAEC (i.e. the legitimate interests relating to the promotion of its services).

4. Recipients of data: Except for the recipient mentioned in the clause 5 below and depending on the case and purpose of
processing, personal data may be transmitted to authorised employees of the HAEC, to the data subject’s employer (when
the latter pays for the tuition fees), as well as to companies associated with the HAEC with which the HAEC has concluded
a relevant contract and which processes the data on its behalf (e.g. IT companies, IT service providers, etc.), within their
competencies and subject to the obligation of confidentiality, secrecy and compliance with the data protection legislation.
In addition, the HAEC may transmit personal data to third parties when so required by law (e.g., to the Greek Ministry of
Education and Religious Affairs), or for the purposes of, or in connection with legal proceedings in which it participates, or
otherwise for the purposes of supporting, exercising or defending its rights, or to law enforcement authorities who have



made a lawful transmission request, or when it considers that transmission is necessary for an investigation into the
suspicion or existence of illegal activity.

5. Transfers of data outside the European Economic Area: Personal data may be transmitted outside the European
Economic Area and in particular to Hellenic American University, established in the U.S.A. (436 Amherst Str., Nashua, NH
03063). For the transfer of data to the U.S.A., the HAEC has concluded with the Hellenic American University standard
contractual clauses that have been issued by the European Commission and which are considered to ensure appropriate
safeguards for the processing of data. If a data subject wishes to receive a copy of the countersigned standard contractual
clauses, he/ she may contact the HAEC’s Data Protection Officer by using the contact information mentioned in the clause
7 below.

6. Data retention time: The above data will be retained for the period of time required or allowed by the
legislation/regulatory framework in force each time, taking into account the applicable prescription period, which may
extend to up to 20 years. Specifically: (a) when processing is carried out under a relevant contract, personal data will be
stored for as long as necessary for the performance of the contract and for the establishment, exercise and/or support of
any legal claims of the HAEC arising from that contract; and (b) when processing is imposed as an obligation by provisions
stemming from the applicable legal framework, personal data shall be stored for as long as the relevant provisions so
require. In particular, with regard to personal data contained in recorded material, such data will be retained until the end
of the academic year during which the material was recorded.

7. Data subjects’ rights: The data subject shall have the following rights under the GDPR: (a) to receive a copy of the
personal data held by the HAEC, together with other information on how data is processed; (b) to request that personal
data concerning him or her be rectified and, under conditions, to request the deletion or restriction of processing, or to
object to the processing of personal data; (c) to receive a copy or to request the transmission of a copy of his or her
personal data to a third party in a structured, commonly used and machine-readable format (right to data portability).
When processing of data is based on consent, the data subject has the right to withdraw that consent at any time without
affecting the lawfulness of processing based on consent before its withdrawal. If the data subject wishes to receive further
information about the processing of their personal data or to exercise any of the aforementioned rights, they must email
the HAEC’s Data Protection Officer exclusively at dataprivacy@haec.gr or send a letter to the mailing address above.
Finally, the data subject has the right to file a complaint with the competent supervisory authority about how the HAEC
handles his or her data (www.dpa.gr).

By signing below, you confirm that you have read the above notification regarding the processing of personal data.

Signature of applicant: Date:
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